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1. General

  
 CLIENT data transfer and reporting software is easy and efficient 
 software, which can be used with eight different types of weighing 
 systems at the moment. Clear menu speeds up data transfer and data   
 handling and you can easily create readable reports, which can be used 
 to ease invoicing and also internal operations in the company.

 With CLIENT data transfer and reporting software you can easily 
 maintain customer- and product information and update easily 
 to other PC's. 
 Accurate, printable reports  can be created fast and this will speed up 
 invoicing. Also missing information is easily fixed. You can also export   
 data to MS Excel for more specific reports.

 Advantages:

• No missing weighing labels
• All receipt numbers are displayed and you don't need to seek for       

missing receipt
• Software can be installed to several PC's - we only charge you          

server- and data transfer fee per weighing system
• You can correct invalid data on weighing row and update                   

the information to PC's which are using same user information
• User rights can be given to a limited extend to a third party, for 

example: 
     Contractor can give permission to a prime contractor view for example     
     weighing information on specific loading place, and only this loading   
    place information transfers to prime contractor but nothing else. 
    This relieves and automatises contractors obligation to report to prime       
    contractor.      
• Our latest modems inform their GPS location and this function will 

come later on a part of CLIENT software. At the moment, we can 
     manually locate vehicle, for example, if it is missing.
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2.  Settings

2.1  General settings

 In general settings, you can specify username, password and other 
 possible information such as vehicle name and loading place as well as   
 language settings (Finnish, English, Swedish, Norwegian).
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2.2 Report columns

 
 Settings page: Report columns - here you can choose all the things you  
 want to show in your report. When you apply Save- button, you'll enter to  
 the file page.
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3.  File

3.1 Event log

 On File-page, you can update data by pressing Download data from
 server- button and you'll receive event log.
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3.2 Reports

 On Report-page, you can choose either you want your report include all  
 products/clients and for example loading places or you can just create 
 a report on one customer on specified timeline. After your selection, 
 press Generate report. 
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4. Report

4.1 Weight rows

 Example of products delivered to customer called Farmer's market on specific timeline.

 If you don't want to filter any options, choose all in Reference sections   
 and remove X from Filter by product/customer. In Weight rows sections  
 you can find all information regarding the job. You can also export data 
 to MS Excel for more specific reports or print report out.
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4.2 Product overwievs

 Product overwiev section shows how much particular product has been   
 delivered to a specific customer or totally to all customers, depending on   
 your selections.
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4.3 Check/add rows

 Check/add rows- button allows you to change for example missing 
 information on a customer or a product or you can simply add 
 missing rows. After modification, press Add row- button, then press 
 Send weighing rows to server- button in order to save modification on 
 a report. Fixed row will be updated to all PC's simultaneously.
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4.4 Edit/remove rows

 Edit/remove rows- button allows you to change for example missing 
 information on a customer or a product or you can simply remove 
 rows. After modification, press Add row- button, then press 
 Send weighing rows to server- button in order to save modification or
 removal on a report. Fixed or removed row will be updated to all PC's 
 simultaneously.
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